HARDIN MARINE

PART NUMBER: 137-9152

DESCRIPTION:
MAYFAIR INSIDE HYD. POWER STEERING KIT FOR SINGLE BRAVO XR w/ ITS STEERING

Note: Hardin Marine suggest the use of 137-9309 Mandrel for proper installation of hose ends.

No fittings are supplied for attaching hose to cooler due to numerous variations of cooler used. On stock Mercury systems, the line from the outside of cooler to the return line in power steering pump is already plumbed.

Attaches to the barb on back of pump.

Power steering unit not included.

SEE ATTACHED PRINT FOR DRILL PATTERN.

Helm unit can be rotated in any direction for plumbing ease.

This power steering reservoir acts as a overflow unit.

Oil cooler not supplied.

This power steering pump acts as a high pressure unit.

Flow from power steering pump high pressure.
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